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A B S T R A C T

Connected cars are becoming commonplace, creating vast volumes of data that may contain or reveal information about drivers. It is imperative to understand drivers’ perspectives on such data being collected and used by car manufacturers. Applying the Human-Data Interaction (HDI) framework - which centres the user and their experience - to this context, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 15 drivers. Interview transcripts revealed issues with understanding of car data (Legibility) and drivers’ sense of control over automotive data (Agency), across different circumstances (Negotiability). Our findings suggest that car manufacturers should enable learning, access, and control over car data via the mobile app in a coordinated fashion, as the privacy preferences of drivers are often based on perceived benefit or threat resulting from data collection. The ability to set data-sharing preferences in a time- and location-sensitive manner can help drivers navigate data sharing consent based on circumstances. These findings have implications for the consent procedures in modern cars as well as for the development of data-sharing programmes aimed at creation of climate-smart cities.

1. Introduction

Connected cars are becoming commonplace in the automotive sector and are creating vast volumes of data. The car manufacturers’ ability to collect data will only increase as the cars they produce become more connected. The consultancy McKinsey predicts that, by 2030, 95% of new vehicles will be connected, with nearly half of those having intermediate or advanced connectivity. Car manufacturers and their potential partners could monetise these, often sensitive, data in ways which users may feel are inappropriate and which could potentially infringe on their privacy preferences. Connected cars that increasingly gather large volumes of data present a particular challenge: while a typical person can stop using social media or switch to a different search engine, many cannot avoid using their cars. This is especially the case for people with disabilities and those with dependants or without access to reliable public transport. It is therefore imperative to understand drivers’ perspectives on such data being collected and used by car manufacturers.

Existing research in this area has focused on two, commercial-centric, strands of investigation. The first strand pertains to technology-driven solutions supporting data privacy and security for connected car networks. For example, interfaces that can stop using social media or switch to a different search engine. The second strand concerns

(1) The first application of the Human-Data Interaction framework to connected car data.

(2) Demonstration of the usefulness of the Human-Data Interaction framework for the automotive sector.

(3) Design recommendations for designing data consent procedures in connected cars.
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This work is of high importance for the emerging relationship between drivers as data subjects and car companies as data collectors and controllers. Our work provides a foundation for future investigations, by demonstrating how drivers make sense of data, what their priorities are and what they expect from car manufacturers in relation to data protection and privacy.

2. Related work

2.1. A moving panopticon

Data are crucial for modern cars. For connected cars, collection of data enables a range of connectivity features, from GPS navigation to ‘automated driving’ features in the case of newer car models. As highlighted by Jakobi et al., most people cannot avoid using cars (Jakobi, Alizadeh, Marburger, & Stevens, 2021). The increasing collection of data through cars is therefore a privacy issue that affects a large swathe of the society. While, in a digitised world, data protection and privacy present a challenge for most areas of life, the enclosed nature of a car’s cabin is reminiscent of Foucault’s panopticon, a space where one is unable to escape surveillance (Eksi & Schuilenburg, 2022). There are trends in the automotive industry that signal a potential future of business models reliant, at least partially, on surveillance, with data collected by cars becoming another source of income for car manufacturers. With companies like the Swedish telecommunications giant Ericsson or the Israeli start-up Otonomo helping manufacturers leverage car data, the focus is increasingly on ensuring that cars can generate profits throughout their lifecycle. While some profit can be gained from the sale of extended connectivity features (e.g., automated driving), data could also be re-sold to stakeholders like insurers or advertisers.

This is in line with Shoshana Zuboff’s warning about our society’s over-reliance on surveillance capitalism, an economic system underpinned by tracking behaviour. The beginnings of surveillance capitalism took place without much oversight from the consumer or the regulator (Zuboff, 2019). It is noteworthy that the changes in how cars are designed and monetised are developing with more awareness on the part of the public. Cars currently on the roads are collecting vast amounts of data, including deeply personal information about users’ whereabouts, travel companions as well as data on other road users (Hajlaoui, Molahi, & Guynet, 2019). This is increasingly being highlighted in popular press, as drivers are warned about the scope of the information that their cars collect about them (Fowler, 2019). The next decade is likely to determine whether cars will remain a sphere of personal privacy (Walter, 2018) or become a mobile electronic Panopticon (Lyon, 1993).

Nevertheless, privacy research around connected and automated cars rarely explores the data protection responsibilities of manufacturers. Instead, the focus of manuscripts concerned with connected cars is predominantly commercial-centric. First, there is a wealth of research exploring connected car privacy from the standpoint of security and protection of users from bad actors. Having conducted a systematic mapping study that examined studies exploring either security or privacy in connected cars, Ram et al. (2018) posited that privacy-specific concerns may result from insecure infrastructure or an insecure system design. Indeed, many other researchers focus on ‘solving’ privacy issues in the area of modern cars by developing technical solutions. Recent examples include a framework for detection of vehicular bots (Rahal et al., 2021), a blockchain-based authentication mechanism (Zhang & Wu, 2021), and a method that uses dedicated short-range communication to enable communication between vehicles but obscure it from the server (Lim, Kim, Yu, & Lee, 2020).

Furthermore, a popular researchers’ focus has been the examination of connected car privacy as a barrier to product adoption, for example through a privacy calculus perspective (e.g., Buck & Reith, 2020), with Derix et al. (Derix, De Reuver, & Kroesen, 2016) suggesting that privacy concerns in this context can be alleviated by offering consumers an insurance discount. Nevertheless, research suggesting that consumers may not have a full view of what data are collected via their cars (Frassinelli, Park, & Nünberger, 2020) necessitates scepticism when assuming acceptance of car data collection on the part of users and situating it within a particular (monetary) value structure.

There is a need to explore users’ experiences and attitudes to data privacy in increasingly connected modern cars, employing more user-centric methodology. This is important in order to create sustainable guidelines for designers that lead to technology solutions that really address the users’ needs and to inform public policy on data protection for the mobility sector.

2.2. De-identification of car data

The Ontario Privacy Commissioner defined de-identification as “the general term for the process of removing personal information from a data set”. De-identification of datasets is seen to protect the privacy of individuals (Information and Privacy Commissioner Ontario, 2016). De-identification is a complex concept and process, however, and there is no absolute standard against which a dataset can be considered to be de-identified: there is a degree of subjectivity involved in considering whether a dataset has been adequately de-identified. The Ontario Privacy commissioner, for example, states that data need to be removed where there is a ‘reasonable expectation’ that the information could be used to identify the individual. De-identified data could be subject to re-identification ‘attacks’ where an attempt is made, potentially using other information, to identify an individual.

There are various approaches that can be taken to de-identification and Löbner et al. (2021) list eight major classes of de-identification techniques: (1) statistical tools (e.g., sampling and aggregation), (2) cryptographic tools (e.g., deterministic, order-preserving, Homomorphic Encryption, secret sharing), (3) suppression (e.g., masking, local suppression, record suppression, sampling), (4) pseudonymization, (5) granularization (reducing the granularity of information for example by rounding or top/bottom coding), (6) randomization through random modification of attributes for example by noise addition, permutation, or micro aggregation, (7) differential privacy, which involves ‘sharing information in a dataset while withholding information about a single information in that dataset’, and (8) k-anonymity ‘defining a state where a person cannot be distinguished from k – 1 other persons in a dataset’ (Löbner et al., 2021; Samarati & Sweeney, 1998).

We can give an example that makes clear how de-identification of travel data in the context of cars might work in practice. The location of the vehicle over time is a variable that can be used to re-identify users, even if data that directly identify the users have been removed. Re-identification might take place, for example, by using these data to find the user’s home address and hence their name.

One approach would be to mask location data, either by its complete removal or by replacing it with an encrypted version. If this is not possible then it might be generalised by making the location data less precise so that using the data to tie the user to a precise home address is not possible. This example shows how de-identification is not an absolute step. Here, generalised data, combined with other data about the user, such as age or occupation could be used to identify the user from a small group of individuals in a given neighbourhood.

Furthermore, it is crucial to consider privacy of drivers and passengers in a context of data use that is broader than the current use of car data or the current capabilities of de-identification.

With the popularisation of AI tools and increasing access to these, we must consider the potential future implications of the depth of surveillance enabled through connected car technology. Even if the extensive data gathered on drivers and passengers can be kept private and only used for legitimate purposes at this time, these datasets could be used for nefarious purposes in the future as de-identification methods evolve. In the following section we discuss the potential avenues for the misuse of car data.
2.3. Misuse of car data

One important context for users considering whether to share their car data (e.g., by navigating privacy settings in their car or car-associated app) is that users may have concerns about potential for unethical, exploitative or even criminal use of that data. Misuse of car data could happen at different stages of data handling - one needs to consider not only the cybersecurity and ethics of data use within car companies but also the way data are used and handled. Some use cases might cause drivers some concerns, and we discuss these below.

Car companies have a record of questionable behaviour. The Volkswagen emissions scandal saw the company programming emissions control systems on 11 million cars so as to generate misleading data during testing (Jung & Sharon, 2019). As a result, the company has been subject to extensive regulatory and legal action resulting in billions of dollars in damages. This case provides an example of how the data collected by cars, and controlled by car manufacturers, might be of great interest to both drivers and the society at large.

Collection and misuse of car data has not, so far, led to a scandal of comparable scale, but customers are unlikely to be reassured either by car companies’ ethical track records or by the care they take with customer data. One piece of evidence for the lack of care with customer data shown by car makers is their extensive sharing of car data with third party brokers. These brokers (known as vehicle data hubs) will combine car data with data from other sources. This may be used to de-anonymise aggregated data supplied by the car company. This, by now, valuable, highly sensitive and personal data can then be sold to third parties (Caltrider, Rykov, & MacDonald, 2023). This may lead to marketing of products or services that the user may regard as intrusive given it shows that the advertiser has deep and extensive knowledge of their lifestyle.

A more direct example of why it is important for drivers to understand what data are collected by their car and how to keep these data secure is domestic abuse, with reports of abusers using proprietary apps to track survivors’ location in the car in real-time (Stephenson et al., 2023).

Finally, if car data fall into the hands of a criminal third party through a data breach, then an even wider range of criminal and unethical uses of the data becomes possible. Users are unlikely to take comfort from the quality of security measures taken by leading car companies. As reported by the Mozilla Foundation who reviewed privacy and security of 25 leading car brands, 17 brands had a bad track record, with multiple leaks and security breaches (Caltrider et al., 2023).

2.4. From data privacy to Human-Data Interaction

The first academic definition of privacy refers to the right to be left alone (Warren & Brandeis, 1989) which was later seen as giving grounds for protection against intrusion, appropriation, defamation and (most relevant to this paper) unwanted disclosure (Richards & Solove, 2010).

Current research perspectives on privacy are varied and can be conflicting (Iachello & Hong, 2007). Much of the research focused on data privacy looks at the so-called privacy paradox, whereby users hold privacy concerns but do not act on them or act in contradiction to them – a phenomenon often explained by the existence of a privacy calculus whereby consumers disclose information because they perceive the benefits of disclosure to outweigh the risks (Kokolakis, 2017). However, recently scholars have argued that we need to go beyond the privacy paradox and be more sensitive to user needs and expectations in a particular context (Niissenbaum, 2004). Zuboff has written extensively about ‘surveillance capitalism’, an economic reality that makes it near impossible for consumers not to disclose their data (Zuboff, 2019).

Indeed, Martin (Martin, 2020) has warned that viewing privacy from the standpoint of the privacy paradox can serve to legitimise a status quo in which organisations do not seek to understand and/or respects users’ reasonable privacy expectations and preferences.

What makes privacy in cars a particularly complex issue is that the extent of collection of car data (here referred to broadly as all data collected via the car, for example through internal and external car sensors) is often unclear, with reverse-engineering research demonstrating that even older models of cars collect a surprising range of data (Jakobi et al., 2021). It therefore follows that merely assessing the privacy concerns that users do or may have in relation to increasingly connected cars, without discussing their understanding of what data the car collects, may not present us with the full picture of how users experience and what they expect regarding data privacy in cars.

Human-Data Interaction (HDI), a framework parallel to the field of Human-Computer Interaction, suggests that it is important to study data privacy topics in a more user-centric way, by studying the relationship between users and data. Mortier et al. (Mortier, Haddadi, Henderson et al., 2014) explain the framework in relation to three principles one ought to focus on when exploring the impact of new technologies which involve interaction of users with data: Legibility, Agency and Negotiability. These correspond with, respectively, the users’ ability to understand, control and negotiate across contexts what happens to their data. Although the HDI lens has been extensively used in health informatics and has also helped researchers explore data ownership in smart cities (Vicoretelli, Dos Reis, Hormung, & Prado, 2020), it has not, to the best of our knowledge, been applied to the area of connected cars.

The Human-Data Interaction framework is particularly appropriate for examination of privacy issues in connected cars because it brings into sharp focus the relationship between data and the self. The complexity of associated technologies and the fast pace of change in the industry could result in the exclusion of the user from decision-making about what data are collected via their cars and how they can be used. This suggests a need for privacy research in the connected car context that centres the user and their experiences and preferences.

3. Current research

In this study, we explored how drivers experience and think of the data their cars collect, by employing the lens of the Human-Data Interaction framework (Mortier et al., 2014). This framework focuses on three principles, Legibility, Agency, and Negotiability.

In this context of connected cars, we saw Legibility as being able to understand what data are collected by a car and what happens to them later. Agency was seen as ability to consent to the collection and use of such data by car companies and ability to access and control data after they have been collected. Negotiability was seen to refer to how drivers’ opinions may shift over time and in different contexts.

Although during interviews we explored drivers’ views on both the commercial and public sector’s use of car data, this study explored, specifically, how drivers experience and think of data collection in the context of their relationships with their car manufacturers. Since one of the most popular manufacturers of highly connected vehicles, Tesla, offers car insurance, the use of data for insurance purposes was also considered to be within the scope of our investigation. We set out to answer an overarching research question:

RQ: What are connected car drivers’ experiences of, and opinions about, the collection and use of car data by car companies?

We aimed to identify the key areas of importance and concern for drivers in the context of car connectivity, enabling us to provide design recommendations for supporting Legibility and Negotiability of car data and the Agency of drivers.

4. Method

4.1. Participants

Participants were recruited via social media, word of mouth and
through snowballing. All participants had to meet the following criteria: (1) 18 years of age, (2) resident in the United Kingdom, (3) owner of a car with connectivity features. Recruitment messages on Twitter were amplified through paid advertisements. To streamline recruitment, we identified the UK brands across which all car makes were connected at the time of recruitment: Tesla, Mini, Jaguar Land Rover, Audi, Volvo, Mercedes, and BMW. These brands were then highlighted in recruitment messages. We also recruited an additional participant, a Kia driver, having confirmed that their car model had connectivity features. We aimed to conduct a total of 15 interviews and slots were assigned on a ‘first come first serve’ basis to eligible individuals who filled in an online consent form. During the data collection process, 2 participants’ data were removed from the study due to very poor audio quality of recordings, and 2 new interview slots were created to compensate for this.

The final participant sample consisted of 15 drivers who ranged in age from 25 to 64 (mean age = 45) and reported their gender as male (n = 8), female (n = 6) and non-binary (n = 1). The car brands represented within this study were as follows: Tesla (n = 6), Volvo (n = 3), BMW (n = 2), Jaguar (n = 1), Kia (n = 1), Land Rover (n = 1).

4.2. Materials

Materials included an online sign-up form, which was hosted on the Qualtrics platform (https://www.qualtrics.com) and consisted of: a Participant Information Sheet, consent form compliant with the General Data Protection Regulation 2016 and the Data Protection Act 2018, a set of questions related to car type and car use, a demographics section and a request to specify interview availability.

Materials also included an indicative interview script. The interview script was created by A1, with the aim of covering topics related to connectivity, data collection, data use and data privacy in cars. Creation of the interview script was guided by the principles of the HDI framework:

Legibility - to cover topics related to Legibility in the connected car context, we drafted 7 questions, focused on drivers’ knowledge about, and attitudes towards, collection of data via their cars. Questions included, for example, ‘If you compare your car and your phone – do you feel well informed about the data your car collects, in comparison to the data your phone collects?’.

Agency - to cover topics related to Agency in the connected car context, we drafted 6 questions, focused on drivers’ subjective and desired sense of control over the data collected by their car. Questions included, for example, ‘Specifically in relation to your own car - do you feel that you have control over the types of data your car collects and the types of data it doesn’t collect?’.

Negotiability - to cover topics related to Negotiability in the connected car context, we drafted 7 questions, focused on drivers’ opinions about who should create and/or manage car privacy norms, as well as 5 main questions focused on how/whether drivers’ attitudes to car privacy may change across time and contexts. Questions included, for example, ‘If car companies started suddenly collecting a lot more information about drivers and passengers inside the car, would that influence how you use your car?’.

4.3. Procedure

The advertised link allowed participants to access the online survey, hosted on the Qualtrics platform. Following the Participant Information Sheet and consent form, participants were asked to input their contact information, and fill in a series of questions related to car type and car use, as well as a series of demographics questions. Participants were then asked to indicate their interview availability (at first this was only provided in the form of a multiple-choice question, with an option added during the data collection process to input more specific information about individual availability).

Video-recorded interviews were conducted by A1 and A2 via Microsoft Teams. The interviews lasted on average between 30 and 60 min. The researchers followed the indicative interview script; however, they were able to ask follow-up questions to explore topics further or to skip questions if the participant had already weighed in on a particular topic or when the assigned time slot was nearing the end. As such, there was variability in interview length, however, for most participants, all key topics were covered.

Following the interviews, the participants were informed about their right to withdraw from the study, received verbal debriefing, and were able to ask questions. Participants received £30 Amazon vouchers via email.

4.4. Data analysis

Data analysis was conducted by A1, employing the reflexive thematic analysis approach (Braun & Clarke, 2014). Interview recordings were transcribed using automatic transcription software. While checking transcripts for accuracy, the researcher highlighted sections pertaining to the research question. The transcripts were exported into Microsoft Word files, and the highlighted sections were subjected to open coding. The researcher then identified initial themes and reviewed the whole transcripts against them; this review process involved iterative recoding, where necessary, to improve consistency. The themes were then refined and named - which involved a back-and-forth comparison of codes and themes, reorganisation of data extracts across themes, and creation of written descriptions of themes, until coherent themes were arrived at. Finally, the researcher engaged in repeated reading of all data extracts assigned to each theme, while writing the Results section. The Results section was refined by A1 and A2 to ensure clarity.

We identified a total of 5 themes:

- **Theme 1**: The mobile phone is a gatekeeper.
- **Theme 2**: Drivers are both worried and hopeful about the outcomes of data collection.
- **Theme 3**: The cabin is a private and personal space.
- **Theme 4**: Road safety is a priority.
- **Theme 5**: Limited knowledge about data collection means limited control over data.

5. Results

5.1. The mobile phone is a gatekeeper

This theme describes the ways in which mobile phones enabled drivers to experience connectivity and data collection in their cars. Mobile phones also influenced drivers’ privacy attitudes in the car context.

5.1.1. Using the phone to make the most of the car

As participants used connected car applications on their mobile phones, they learnt about how their cars worked and what data were collected. For example, one participant realised that their car had connectivity and collected stored data because they had to pair it with their phone: ‘I feel like you connect it because you’ve got, I had to, like, pair my phone to the car. So it’s stored that, it did ask me if I wanted to connect my contacts list to the car.’ P11

Several participants used proprietary mobile applications from their car companies. These applications facilitated communication with the car company. One participant felt that the app was the fastest way to obtain a response. They said: ‘My most effective method of communicating with Tesla, in that I get the quicker response, is to ask them a question from within the app.’ P9. Another participant acknowledged the hybrid
experience of using the car and the phone, stating that they were ‘probably better informed through my phone about my car than from the car itself.’ P15.

Using a proprietary app helped drivers find information about their car. One participant bought a second-hand car and did not receive a manual. Using the app helped them gain access to: ‘I had to do a lot of digging on how to actually find the manual specifically for my car, for the for the type that I have. So, I had to download the BMW app and then from there, try to log in into that and access the manual for my car.’ P11. For some drivers, proprietary applications from their car company were either the sole or the primary means of accessing the data collected by their car: ‘You know, the only data I would know how to access is what’s what’s there in the app.’ P4. Participants who did not have a hobbyist interest in car connectivity tended to assume that if some aspect of data collection was not in the proprietary app, then it was not taking place.

Participants with better awareness of car connectivity sometimes used these proprietary apps from their car company together with additional sources of mobility data. A Kia driver enjoyed using the external Ohme charging app to schedule their charging, despite this feature being available within the proprietary Kia app. There were, however, cases, where participants could not access the data that they wished to view via the proprietary app. This led drivers to seek out their own solutions. For example, some Tesla drivers used a third-party website called TeslaFi, as it provided more comprehensive access to car data, in a user-friendly format. One driver said that TeslaFi offers ‘basically all your data in a way that you can read it.’ P9. This illustrates how third-party websites helped drivers both access and understand information collected by their cars, where this information was not made readily available by car companies. However, for this website (TeslaFi) to access the data collected by the car, drivers handed over access to their car’s sensitive details (car account username and password), which made them concerned about cybersecurity. Insufficient access to data via the proprietary app was therefore ameliorated, but with what was seen to be a cybersecurity risk.

5.1.2. Access to proprietary app equals feeling of control over the car

An interesting example of the mobile app acting as gatekeeper, was the case of a participant who drove a Tesla provided by their employer. Despite being able to access the data in real-time on the dashboard, they were conscious of the fact that they did not have ownership of, and lacked the ability to oversee, the data about their journeys: ‘I don’t have the app for the car, but a manager at work has the app. And you do sometimes think, I wonder what’s in that app, like, does it show how fast I’ve accelerated the car.’ P4. Here, the disconnect between data subject and data oversight led to concerns about what inferences could be drawn from driving data. Moreover, it is notable that this user did not have access to the data merely because they were not the owner of the car, despite being the data subject.

5.1.3. Mobile phone as a point of privacy reference

Drivers spoke of data privacy in their cars by making references to their mobile phones. The breadth of data that mobile phones collect was seen to put car privacy issues in perspective: ‘All of us carry a smartphone. And I figure that the smartphone already knows far more about me. So, the car, you know, it’s just a very small picture of my usage of, you know, of where I go and who I’m with.’ P3. When we initially spoke to participants about data collection in cars, they saw cars’ ability to collect data as limited by comparison to mobile phones. One participant summed this up by saying: ‘The last thing I’m worried about is the car logging where the car is being. Because my phone knows, you know, not only where I’ve been, but once I parked up my phone knows where I went when I got out of the car. And, you know, it’s a lot more personal, that level of insight in my data.’ P4. Here, we see a potential risk to either not explore or discount one’s own privacy preferences in relation to car data collection – simply due to the existing prevalence of location tracking in our daily lives.

5.2. Drivers are both worried and hopeful about the outcomes of data collection

This theme describes how concern about data privacy was less a general, binary, or even measurable concept but rather a complex web of expectations, assumptions, worries and preferences about how driving data may or may not be used.

5.2.1. Tension around how data sharing affects fairness and justice

Participants worried about whether the outcomes of data collection, processing, and use, would be fair and just. This generated arguments both for and against data collection. For example, one driver supported data collection to train machine learning models to help create autonomous vehicles. While this participant recognised the right of other drivers to refuse their data being utilised for this purpose, they believed that drivers who do refuse ought not to reap its rewards: ‘I think it’s a fair trade off to say, well, you can’t then benefit from everyone else’s driving data and use the self-driving features in the car that depend on people sharing that data.’ P4. Another participant worried about whether insurance would remain fairly priced if reckless drivers refused to share their driving data with insurance companies: ‘Is it fair if everyone pays more insurance?’ P9.

In parallel, doubting fairness of outcomes led to concerns about how their driving data could be used. This was the case even for those who fostered an attitude of openness. For one participant, the prospect of car companies collecting more data, was not likely to change how they used their car: “Because I don’t really do anything special with the car. You know, it only, only just takes me from home to work and work from home.’ P2. The same participant, however, did have concerns about how data could be used in the context of automated processes. They experienced a road near their home being marked with the incorrect speed limit (30mph rather than 60mph) and worried about not being able to question erroneous databases: ‘You know you’re not able to protest that data. You’re not able to say, Hang on a minute. We’ve been on one journey in the last month. You tell us we were speeding. I was the driver on that journey. I can tell you that we didn’t go above 60.’ P2 While the driver knew that they were obeying the law, the error led to an automatic assumption that they were not. Here, database errors and the lack of an appeals process, were seen to turn a mechanism supporting fairness into one that precludes fairness.

Richness of data held by firms supported trust in fairness. One participant stated that if offered, they would accept an insurance discount in exchange for sharing more data with their car company (Tesla): ‘They have really meaningful data for which I can be rewarded if I’m a good driver or punished if I’m not. That’s entirely fair.’ P10. In contrast, some participants worried that insurance companies might not be able to untangle the nuances of driver behaviour. The risk of insurers making incorrect inferences made drivers worry about the fairness of premiums determined by an analysis of driving data. One participant, worried that an insurance company might not be able to distinguish between someone running through a traffic light because they are ignoring the rules and running through a traffic light because it is not safe to break at that point. They said: ‘There is always going to be circumstantial situations where you might not follow the exact same rules on the road.’ P11. Conversely, when the outcome was to correct an unfair assumption; participants supported this use of data for insurance purposes. One participant liked the idea of data-driven Tesla insurance (not yet available for UK customers) as, due to many insurance companies classifying Tesla as a performance vehicle, this driver paid a premium for a feature that was not relevant to how they used the car: ‘I just want a vehicle that will go a long way. I have to pay that premium because it’s capable of going nought to 60 so quickly’ P3.

Similarly, the ability of a company to prove a driver’s innocence supported acceptance of data collection and retention. As one driver stated: ‘If I have an accident, the Volvo can grab the data from the car’s computer to work out how fast I was going when the brakes came on, when the lights were turned on.’ P5. This participant liked the idea that, in the case
of an accident that was not their fault, the car company could use stored driving data to advocate on the driver’s behalf: ‘You know, this data here says exactly what the car did.’ P5

5.2.2. Track the car, not the driver
Several participants worried about becoming targets of unwanted commercial attention. Such unwanted attention could take the form of profiling, cold selling, targeting, or influencing – especially in the context of third-party companies – as well as merely annoyance. In other words, drivers worried about being bothered when they want to be left alone – in the context of using a car, a context which they associated with freedom.

Drivers felt more comfortable about data pertaining to their car being collected – as opposed to data pertaining to them as individuals. Some were keen to avoid targeted advertising, with one participant saying: ‘I’m happy, um, from a technical and technology perspective, for the right people to have it. But I’m not a, I’m not a, what you call it, a target for sales.’ P5. Others wanted to make sure that their behaviour was not submitted to undue oversight. As one participant emphasised: ‘If your car is collecting lots of data and then that can be reported back and shared, you know, with who knows who, you know, that doesn’t, that kind of is the opposite of what I feel about freedom.’ P14. While this driver was happy with the car’s condition being monitored, they were not happy with their behaviour being monitored: ‘Stuff that car collects about itself, I, you know, and I’m not so bothered about, but where it pertains to kind of where I go and what I’m doing in my behaviour, then, yeah, I feel a bit more uncomfortably about that.’ P14

Drivers enthusiastically supported data collection that aimed at improving the vehicle. As one participant said: ‘I feel the car is collecting data to, well, try and make the car better.’ P3. This participant also noted how such data collection was different from mobile phone tracking that, in their view, primarily served the purpose of advertising. Data about the car’s performance were seen as directly relevant to product improvement: ‘The only benefit in sharing the data is performance data in the product, product development, so I’ll get a better product, better car to drive if they get driving data back from me.’ P6 This was an example of a mutually beneficial interaction between drivers and car companies. For some drivers, this focused on a specific aspect of product improvement that they were interested in: ‘I think it’s extremely helpful that Tesla know what the performance of my car is, the battery degradation, whatever it might be, that sort of technical data, I certainly want to continue sharing.’ P7.

Where data collection did not support product improvement, drivers emphasised the importance of having the right consent procedures in place. As one participant explained, using car performance data for product improvement was very different from sharing such data with other companies: ‘That’s how they develop their products. They see how the product is being used and they develop it accordingly. If they are then selling that data to the third party that says, how many times I went to Aldi versus how many times I went to Waitrose because where I parked in the car park and at what times of day I do my shopping, then that’s something which I think they ought to have asked for explicit consent for in terms of sharing that data.’ P6

Lack of granular consent procedures was a problem for some drivers and precluded them from navigating the sometimes worrying and sometimes useful context of data collection. They instead had to rely on switching telematics on and off and in turn losing useful features. As one participant explained: ‘If you want to see the state, the charge of your vehicle, then in the app, you need to accept everything.’ P3 Drivers also felt that they needed to be given more information about data collection, to help make the right choices for themselves: ‘It could say, well, you can pick and choose, but you’ll lose certain features if you deny the access. And here’s why we need the access. So, explain to me. If I’m giving you access to my data, what do I get for it?’ P6.

5.2.3. Importance of anonymity
Drivers expected the emphasis to be on data supporting performance while allowing them to remain anonymous: ‘The thing is, can it be anonymised and aggregated into a, into a dataset which isn’t identifiable back to you as an individual? And then it’s, you know, it’s more about the safety and reliability of the vehicle and not about, uh, and not about you as a driver.’ P14

Aggregation of data made location tracking acceptable. As one driver explained: ‘They’re going to be interested in knowing things, like how many miles per day on average, across our whole fleet, do our cars drive? And I’m totally fine with the information being used for that because it’s obviously totally anonymised.’ P3

The idea that data would be aggregated and not linked to individuals also led drivers to greater acceptance of wider access to data within car companies. One driver said: ‘I don’t know that limiting it within the organisation is helpful because I’m assuming that the data would be anonymised, so it would not connect to me. There’s no need for that data not to be anonymous.’ P6 It was pointed out, however, that aggregation of data may not always equal anonymity and in such cases car companies must take steps to protect the user’s identity: ‘If you live in the Highlands of Scotland and you’re the only person with a Tesla in a 10-mile range or a Volvo, um, you wouldn’t want Volvo then saying, you know, an average driver in the Highlands of Scotland did this. When you’re the only one there and it’s obvious it’s you. You know what I mean. They’ve got to keep it anonymous. It’s important. And possibly even anonymised to the car companies as well. There’s no reason that they even need to know who you are.’ P4

The possibility of losing anonymity led to concerns about safety and personal freedoms. For example, some participants were worried about the potential of car companies sharing data with law enforcement for proactive surveillance. Others were concerned about personal safety: ‘For me, it’s a bit like the conversation that’s been had about Strava at the moment and running apps. And does, do you share the, you know, who do you share the location with. And is it, is it, you know, and also is it a woman’s problem?’ P14

5.3. The cabin is a private and personal space
This theme describes how, even among participants who showed openness to data collection, there was strong opposition to the collection of audio data in the cabin. Moreover, for most participants, there was opposition to the collection of data via internal cameras. This stemmed from concerns about intrusion into what was seen as a personal and private space.

5.3.1. A distinction between data about the car and data about the people inside the car
Participants expected privacy inside the cabin. Collection of audio and video inside the car would violate that expectation. As one participant said: ‘I would no longer feel that the car is my private, safe environment that is private. And it’s mine. You know, I would feel as though actually, at any point there could be somebody effectively sat in the car with me listening to what I’m saying.’ P4. This would then affect their use of the car: ‘It would definitely impact how I would feel about the car and use it.’ P4

Another participant likened their car to a living space, where recording of video and audio would be an intrusion: ‘The car, in a sense, it’s a bit like your, like your living space when you’re in it. You have, you know, you have personal conversations with people.’ P3 Recording of video and audio in the cabin was perceived as crossing a boundary – as it would mean collecting information specifically pertinent to the driver and to the passengers. As one participant said: ‘That’s really, um, overstepping the line in terms of privacy. Sort of spying on the driver and the other people in the car. It’s a bit... I think that’s pretty outrageous.’ P13 For this participant, the recording of audio or video in the cabin would be the one privacy-related factor that could influence their consumer choices: ‘I think the only thing that would influence me would be if, if I found out that a car that I was looking at, um, could record, you know, whether that’s visual or audible activity.’ P13 For another driver, visual or audio surveillance would be
enough to consider switching to a different car make: ‘I think that would actually put me off having of the car. If the audio and video was being recorded. Um, I think I’d look for a different car.’ P15

5.3.2. The safety-privacy trade-off of internal cameras

The safety-supporting role of an internal camera was a divisive topic. For some, the potential safety benefits of such cameras outweighed privacy risks, even to the point of willingness to give up control over privacy choices to car companies: ‘I would half like the option to turn off the cameras, but also when I put on my, uh, safety head, I don’t want the option to turn off the cameras because they’re providing useful features like helping with the collision avoidance and helping, say, if it’s a long trip, you’re falling asleep.’ P9 This participant told us that, for them, the safety benefit outweighs the loss of confidentiality.

Others felt that the safety benefits were merely potential and did not outweigh the existing and real privacy risks: ‘The chances of you falling asleep at the wheel compared to the amount of other stuff that they would be peripherally collecting, um, I can’t see what the benefits to me would be of a camera inside the car, really.’ P14

These two opposing views could potentially be reconciled: another participant said that the collection of internal video data could be acceptable, if it remained contained within a closed loop system: ‘Maybe it’s used for the onboard computer only, and the data isn’t stored or recorded. It’s just used as a sensor. Am I looking at the road? Yes, I am okay. No, I’m not looking at the road anymore, so the car beeps and warns me, but it’s not sending that data off to anybody else.’ P4

5.3.3. Opposition to collection of internal audio data

Opposition to the collection of audio data, from inside the cabin, was universal. Drivers wanted to be able to speak freely and not worry about what information could be picked up. One driver explained: ‘Because there are conversations that I might have with my, with my family or friends, that maybe have sensitive information in them. Personal information about us and people that we know.’ P12 This participant also emphasised the importance of your vehicle being a personal space where you can have private conversations.

Concern about the recording of personal conversations was present even for drivers who were not otherwise privacy conscious. For one participant this was caused by existing suspicion about the collection of audio data in other contexts: ‘If the car is collecting audio data, that’s something I certainly would want turning off. And it’s something that worries me about the phone because I do have suspicions that Facebook have been using audio data.’ P7

If recording of conversations could not be avoided, this would potentially influence how drivers would behave inside the cabin and how they would use their cars. One participant said, if audio were to be recorded: ‘I would just try not to have any kind of sensitive conversations whilst driving.’ P11

5.4. Road safety is a priority

This theme describes how prioritising road safety attenuated our participants’ privacy concerns. Road safety emerged as an overarching value that changed the drivers’ priorities, for participants who were otherwise particularly privacy conscious. Nevertheless, prioritising road safety did not mean that drivers wished to give up all controls over their car data.

5.4.1. Trading privacy for the sake of road safety

Drivers supported data collection, if it facilitated road safety, for themselves or for other drivers. This could take the form of real-time assessment of road conditions: ‘One of the things that I like about the Volvo, the Volvo system, is that it collects, um, connected safety data. So, for example, if another car in the network experiences like a wheel slip or has harsh braking, it sends it to Volvo Service, and the Volvo tells all the cars there are in an area that there’s problems. And that thing, I think, is quite useful.’ P5

Another aspect of road safety was companies’ ability to monitor performance to identify potential problems early on: ‘I mean, there has been a recall on my car because of problems with, you know, reported problems with models. And I guess if you can speed that up.’ P14

5.4.2. Tensions between road safety and privacy

Some participants were willing to trade data privacy for road safety. However, this should not be misconstrued as not wanting any control at all. Drivers wanted to get help in the case of an accident - which created acceptance of real-time location monitoring: ‘I haven’t really got any problems with them knowing where I am because I’ve read before, I don’t know how true it is, that if you have a serious accident in the car, it alerts Tesla and they can send a technician out to check your car over and make sure it’s safe to drive.’ P8 However, participants wanted such data use to remain within the boundaries of this specific purpose: ‘But what I’m sort of not comfortable with is them being able to interrogate where I’ve been over a period of time and draw conclusions about me.’ P14

5.5. Limited knowledge about data collection means limited control over data

This theme describes the ways in which drivers were aware of limits to their knowledge about what data are collected as they drive their cars, and what happens to these data thereafter. Some participants saw their limited understanding of the data life cycle as a barrier to having control over their data.

5.5.1. Causes of limited knowledge about data collection

For some participants, limited knowledge about the data their car collected resulted from lack of previous interest. One driver explained that their car ‘could collect data using the satnav, the in-car system, which then when I have it serviced at the dealers and it gets a software upgrade, could be then translated, you know, could be transferred back to the, uh, to Volvo. But I don’t know, I haven’t thought about it in great depth.’ P14

Notably, for some participants the interviews we conducted were the first time that they considered what data their cars might be collecting. One driver said: ‘I would be interested to know what data they are collecting, actually collecting on the car, just out of interest really. Um, it’s not something I’ve ever asked of Tesla.’ P7

One of the interesting aspects of this research was seeing the participants’ awareness of and thinking about data collection in cars, develop. Most participants simply had not considered the concept of data collection in cars yet. Most participants initially assumed that data collection would be of more relevance to car companies, or that the information about these issues might not be accessible or easy to understand. Once participants started to think more deeply about data collection and use, questions emerged.

Participants felt that car companies could do more to inform them on the topic of data collection. As one participant said: ‘There doesn’t seem to be that, um, responsiveness, uh, on a customer service basis. I think the the terms and conditions of data protection and customer consumer protection tend to be a little bit officious. And actually, there should just be a help line.’ P2

Participants also felt that, when it came to informing drivers about data collection, car companies were not trying to communicate effectively: ‘I did go looking and apart from reading lots of user licence agreements for lots of different systems in the car… But they don’t really talk about what they’re collecting and why.’ P5 This contrasted to car companies having effective communication strategies for marketing and maintenance: ‘I don’t think they are proactive in communicating their policies. They are proactive about communicating with me about sales of new vehicles and when my car needs servicing and that kind of thing, but less so about any data collection.’ P14

5.5.2. Consequences of limited knowledge about data collection

Limited availability of information about data flows created
scepticism about the degree to which car companies were transparent in what they did or did not collect. One of the participants who was knowledgeable about data privacy and had a hobbyist level interest in car connectivity said: ‘I’m certain that the API doesn’t give you all the information they’re collecting. They will be collecting much more than that. Um, so in, in terms of, if you wanted an exhaustive list of everything, I don’t think that’s available other than going to these, you know, seeing what this kind of thing that these security researchers and reverse engineers [study].’ P3 This demonstrates that, even for one of our most knowledgeable participants, understanding data flows in their car was a challenge.

Advanced knowledge about data privacy and the systems involved in car connectivity did not protect drivers from frustration. One participant shared that although they were happy with what the company currently communicated, they were also aware of a planned move to a different in-car third-party operating system: ‘It’s just they don’t make a very good job of, now they’re moving to a new platform, of what actually are privacy implications.’ P5 Here, we see how understanding of the data life cycle in the context of one’s car requires updates and consistent communication from the company to the user.

5.5.3. Consent: Amount, context, and lifecycle of data (It’s overwhelming)

Limits to knowledge about the data life cycle challenged drivers’ ability to exercise ownership over these data. One driver felt that they did not have much control as they had not investigated what data are collected: ‘It’s probably collecting all sorts of data right now and I’ve got no clue.’ P1 Another participant started to question whether simply using a connectivity feature (GPS) meant that they were unwittingly consenting to data collection: ‘It could be collecting data about the times of day I’m using the car or my journeys, my charging patterns and and history. I don’t know. I don’t, I guess I’m saying I don’t know what it’s collecting, but I guess it has the capacity to collect those things. And maybe by having it activated, I’m implicitly giving, giving it permission to do so.’ P12 This quote showcases how, when deprived of information about what data their cars collect, drivers cannot participate in informed consent.

6. Discussion

Our data analysis identified 5 overarching themes. We found that: (1) the mobile phone plays a key role in helping drivers understand their car’s connectivity features, (2) drivers are both worried and hopeful about what the use of their car data may lead to and how it might impact them personally, (3) drivers expect the cabin of their car to remain a private space where their behaviour and conversations are not monitored, (4) road safety is a priority for drivers and safety concerns may result in more lenient attitudes to data privacy in cars, and (5) when drivers do not receive adequate information about what data are collected via their cars, this limits their ability to feel in control.

Below, we discuss what the three tenets of the Human-Data Interaction theory define as Legibility, Agency and Negotiability in the context of a connected car.

6.1. Meaning of Legibility, Agency and Negotiability in the context of a connected car

Within the Human-Data Interaction framework, ‘Legibility’ is ‘concerned with making data and analytics algorithms both transparent and comprehensible to the people the data and processing concerns’ (p. 4) (Mortier et al., 2014). In the context of a connected car, these people would include drivers, passengers and passers-by, however this paper focuses specifically on drivers. Based on our findings, we believe that good Legibility of automotive data means that:

Drivers know what data are collected through their cars, how these data are stored and how they are used. They understand the connections between data collection and their ability to make the most of their cars (e.g., in relation to tracking battery usage or connectivity features such as GPS). They also know about any secondary uses of car data such as for marketing or resale to third parties. Drivers feel confident about accessing and reviewing the data gathered by their cars. Finally, drivers feel confident accessing information about car data protection and car data lifecycle from the car manufacturers.

Within the Human-Data Interaction framework, ‘Agency’ is ‘concerned with giving people the capacity to act within these data systems, to opt-in or to opt-out, to control, inform and correct data and inferences, and so on’ (p. 4) (Mortier et al., 2014). Based on our findings, we provide the following summary of what good Agency of automotive data means in the context of connected car drivers:

Drivers can easily access data-sharing preferences both in the mobile app and on the car’s dashboard. These systems are designed to promote decision-making based on how drivers interact with car data, for example by linking data-sharing settings to information about outcomes of data collection and by seeking separate and distinct consent for data that drivers are particularly concerned about, that is internal cabin audio and video.

The Human-Data Interaction theory defines ‘Negotiability’ as ‘concerned with the many dynamic relationships that arise around data and data processing’ (p. 4) and emphasis is placed on providing ‘support for people to re-evaluate their decisions as contexts change’ both externally and internally (p. 7) (Mortier et al., 2014). Based on our findings, we provide the following summary of what good Negotiability of data means in the context of connected car drivers:

Drivers can refine and change their data-sharing preferences based on changing circumstances. Changes in circumstances are proactively communicated by car companies. The option to adjust data-sharing settings is available continuously. Settings are sufficiently granular to support changes that arise from new circumstances, and easily accessible within the mobile app and on the dashboard.

Below, we outline the design recommendations created as a result of our findings, to facilitate Legibility, Agency and Negotiability in the context of car data. As the current study is an exploration of drivers’ needs and not an assessment of current industry practices, our recommendations are universal and do not relate to, nor comment on, specific systems currently in place.

6.2. Design recommendations to support Legibility of car data

6.2.1. Present car data, and information about its use, within a mobile app

Car companies should provide a proprietary app, with clearly signalled features that help drivers understand what data are collected via their cars. In this way, a mobile app should serve as a means of communication between the driver and the connected car. The familiarity and ease with which drivers interact with their phones can help make the complex world of car data more accessible.

6.2.2. Inform drivers about all outcomes of data collection

Our findings indicate that drivers care about how collection and use of data translates into outcomes that are useful for them and for other drivers. Car companies should communicate about how collection and use of data serves drivers. Simultaneously, information should be given about outcomes of data collection that drivers might be less keen on, for example surveillance of individuals, or third-party advertising. Our findings suggest that understanding the outcomes of data collection is a central aspect of car data legibility.

6.2.3. Promote/push information about audio and video data inside the cabin

Our findings indicate that the collection and use of audio and video inside the cabin has particularly meaningful consequences for whether drivers feel that their privacy is being respected. Therefore, achieving an understanding of what data are collected inside the cabin and what
happens to these data later is crucial for achieving legibility of car data. Drivers should be provided with clear, complete and up-to-date information about sensors inside the cabin and the data they collect, as well as the justification and uses for such data collection. Communication about cabin surveillance should involve regular updates and notifications that make it easy for drivers to understand how changes in cabin surveillance affect them. Considering the emotive responses of our participants in conversations about audio and video collection inside the cabin, we suggest that providing information about in-cabin data collection via both app and dashboard should be a top priority.

6.2.4. Explain the links between data collection and road safety
Our participants were willing to embrace data collection, should it result in better road safety for themselves or others. As part of promoting legibility of car data, car manufacturers should highlight links between data collection and road safety. This could be through regular updates via the dashboard and the mobile app.

6.2.5. Facilitate proactive and responsive communication
In our study, drivers were sceptical about companies' transparency. They often assumed that lack of legibility was intentional and served the purpose of obfuscation. Car manufacturers that wish to support a trusting relationship between themselves and drivers need to prioritise legibility and provision of information about what data are collected and what happens to these data. Companies that fail to inform users about aims and processes of data collection may risk giving the appearance of secrecy. Mobile apps and the dashboard should proactively encourage the driver to learn about data flows and the consequences of sharing or withholding specific types of data. For some drivers, the ability to only interact with a digital tool may be insufficient to create a sense of transparency and therefore being able to talk to someone should be incorporated into the communication – this could mean the ability to call a helpline directly from the app.

6.3. Design recommendations to support the Agency of drivers

6.3.1. Allow data-sharing decisions to be made via the mobile app
Designing a proprietary app to provide a full overview of what data are collected and then allowing drivers to opt in or out of certain types of data collection could improve user agency. It would be especially impactful for those with less knowledge about car connectivity, or for drivers who find the phone app more intuitive than using the dashboard. Another important way of supporting agency through design would be to improve the access to existing driving data, as some drivers may wish to monitor their car use and their car’s condition or may want to see historical data on their phone.

6.3.2. Allow drivers to view and challenge outcomes of data collection
Drivers should be able to make granular data-sharing choices based on how they wish to use their car, and which types of data collection they support. Data-sharing settings should provide the information and granularity needed to support this. This relates to direct outcomes such as product improvement as well as more nuanced ones such as losing anonymity.

Moreover, our participants worried that if important decisions affecting them were made based on the driving data in a way that is automated, such decisions would be hard to challenge. Providing customer support in this area could help support drivers’ sense of agency.

6.3.3. Make data-sharing controls for audio and video inside the cabin separate
The agency of users is particularly important in the context of the inside of the cabin. Drivers see the car cabin as a private space and so companies need to pay special attention to providing consent procedures for whether and how data from the cabin are collected even when these data may support safety or innovation. These data-sharing controls should be distinct and separate so that users may be certain that they are in charge of audio and video surveillance inside the cabin.

6.3.4. Where it is legal and practical, allow users to balance safety and privacy according to their values
While allowing users to switch off safety features to disable data collection would be neither reasonable nor, in many cases, compliant with the law, cars with advanced connectivity may be able to offer users some degree of choice when it comes to facilitating safety. For example, some users may wish to continuously transmit their location so that they may be tracked in the case of an accident, while others may choose to opt out of this feature. Car manufacturers should create safety-specific data-sharing controls, linked to clear explanation of how a certain type of data collection supports safety, so that users can balance safety and privacy.

6.3.5. Provide separate controls for primary and secondary uses of data
We found that drivers, not yet well versed in what data are collected and used by car companies, focused on the connectivity features these car data enabled (e.g., GPS, infotainment). This could lead to the assumption that no data use would happen, beyond facilitating the features of the car that drivers themselves benefit from. This signals that drivers need support around managing their data-sharing preferences. Such concerns must be addressed when designing data-sharing settings. To support drivers’ Agency, car manufacturers should design data-sharing settings in a way that links information about data collection with information about how data are used. It should not be assumed that drivers consent to secondary uses of data collected to facilitate a connectivity feature (e.g., location data in the case of GPS). Data-sharing settings should be designed to separately seek consent for primary (to enable a feature) and secondary uses of car data.

6.4. Design recommendations to support Negotiability of car data

6.4.1. Allow smooth transition between app and dashboard to enable context-appropriate data-sharing decisions
Based on personal preferences and experience, drivers may choose to make data-sharing decisions on the dashboard, within the app, or in both these settings. In our study, some users, typically with a hobbyist interest in connected cars spoke predominantly of the dashboard. Drivers without much knowledge about car connectivity referred more often to the mobile app. The drivers’ needs may change over time. A driver that once relied on the app may became more comfortable using the dashboard. To support personal preferences and the evolving expertise of drivers, designers should create data-sharing settings that can be accessed from both the mobile app and the dashboard. The look and feel of such settings should also be aligned so that drivers can seamlessly move between the two.

6.4.2. Regularly communicate outcomes of data collection and allow users to adjust data-sharing settings accordingly
We found that drivers often base their data-sharing preferences on how the data will be utilised and whether the outcome might be useful to them or harm them personally. Drivers need to be continuously informed about how car data are used – both from the perspective of what the company aims to accomplish (e.g., improving the car versus monetisation of data by sale to third parties) and in terms of what inferences are drawn from the data and how these may affect individual drivers. Moreover, drivers care about aggregation and anonymity, and they should also be continuously informed about how their data are handled – which data are anonymised, and which can be linked to an individual, and by whom. Embedding this information into the data-sharing settings will allow drivers to revise their data-sharing preferences based on the changing context of the consequences of agreeing to share one’s data with the car manufacturer.
6.4.3. Support users in managing data-sharing preferences for in-cabin audio and video

In our study, drivers were highly concerned about audio and video data from their cars being collected, and were particularly worried about the idea of their conversations being listened to. At a high level, car companies have two options. Firstly, they may need to decide not to collect this type of data, accepting that for many drivers this will be a privacy boundary. Secondly, it may be possible to still make use of various types of data from the cabin so long as the analysis and the use of these data are designed within a closed loop system. For example, a car could record and interpret voice commands in the cabin without those data leaving the car. This could mean that connected cars may need more processing power to become more self-sufficient within a closed loop.

Where companies decide to collect in-cabin audio and video it may be crucial to involve drivers in decision-making. In our study, drivers wanted to retain a sense that the cabin is a private space in which they can feel safe to have private conversations. Negotiability, supported by drivers being able to turn non-safety critical sensors on and off may be particularly important in the case of surveillance inside the cabin.

6.4.4. Enable adjustment of data-sharing preferences based on how collection affects road safety (across routes and weather conditions)

It is possible that, in some circumstances, extended data collection may support the safer use of a car, but in order to do so, has to cross some of the privacy boundaries and preferences drivers have. Drivers may wish to make independent trade-offs (where legally and practically reasonable) between safety and privacy. For example, some drivers may prioritise road safety above privacy in all circumstances. Others, however, may be comfortable with providing some types of data (e.g., performance data) but not internal video. Others yet may lower their privacy expectations for the sake of safety in extreme weather or when travelling with children but may wish to return to more conservative privacy settings in other contexts. In sum, the decisions that drivers may wish to make about data-sharing and their ability to prioritise privacy versus road safety (where the two may conflict) should be supported across contexts. To do this, drivers should be regularly updated about how data collection impacts road safety and should be given opportunities to adjust data-sharing preferences following each update.

6.4.5. Prompt users to assess data-sharing preferences following major changes to data life cycle

As car manufacturers develop their business models and refine their approaches to the use of car data, drivers need to be kept informed about these changes, and how they affect them. For example, if a company employs a new data processor, makes changes to the software used for data-gathering, or decides to archive data for a shorter or longer period, these changes may have consequences for individual data-sharing preferences. Such information should be communicated not only within privacy policies and emails to customers but also directly next to data-sharing settings (for example, in pop-up boxes). This way, drivers can choose to adjust their preferences in line with the new context of data use.

Drivers should receive a clear explanation of what changes (to data processing or use) are taking place and how it will affect them, now and in the future. Data-sharing settings could include time-sensitive controls, to allow drivers to pre-plan their data-sharing, for example consenting to share a specific type of data until the next privacy update.

6.5. General discussion: Value-driven privacy preferences

The drivers we interviewed were primarily concerned with the outcomes of data collection, rather than being opposed to or accepting of the collection of particular types of data. Although not against location tracking, drivers did not want location data to be used to infer information about them. Research demonstrates that even seemingly benign location data can allow inference of personal attributes (Baron & Musolesi, 2020). While most of our participants were not necessarily aware of such implications, they nevertheless made a clear distinction between using car data to learn something about the car (which in turn supported the value of usefulness) and using car data to learn something about the driver (which went against the value of anonymity).

Furthermore, our participants were concerned about secondary uses of data – for example drivers emphasised that re-use of car data for targeted marketing would necessitate additional consent. This is in line with research demonstrating that consumers do not relinquish interest in what happens to their data following initial disclosure (Souza & Phelps, 2009). Drivers in our study had a clear idea of how data ought to and ought not to be used. They expected these ideas, and the values that guided them, to be upheld throughout the data life cycle. For example, a commonly held value was ‘usefulness’, relating to improved functioning of the car, now or in the future. Data uses aligned with this value were seen as legitimate. Data use that did not align with it was seen as requiring additional and more granular consent. This is in line with the contextual integrity theory of privacy (Nissenbaum, 2004). Our participants, even those without extensive knowledge about car data, had defined personal opinions about what was reasonable, and what was not, in the context of car privacy.

Interestingly, our findings are also, to some extent, in line with the privacy calculus theory, which assumes that users make data sharing decisions based on a calculation of risks and benefits (Kokolakis, 2017). For example, some drivers in our study prioritised road safety to such an extent that they were willing to trade privacy for it. Benefiting from improved road safety cannot, however, be compared to sharing data in return for a discounted service (a scenario common to ‘privacy calculus’ research) (Kokolakis, 2017). Instead, it was a deeply shared value that was context-appropriate (it is uncontroversial that both drivers and car manufacturers desire to support road safety) and did not involve secondary and unrelated uses of data.

Some values appeared quite universal across our participants. Consistent with the contextual integrity theory, drivers expected privacy inside the cabin so collecting audio and video in that environment was seen as particularly problematic. This is in line with the view that a car is a private sphere, associated with freedom and independence (Walter & Abendroth, 2018). Opposition to the collection of cabin audio was universal, suggesting that some norms in the car context may need to be adopted across the board. At the same time, the value of road safety was a mediator for how drivers perceived the collection of cabin video. Some drivers were willing to ‘trade’ privacy for ‘safety’ and allow in-cabin video surveillance. This occurrence is reflective of the privacy calculus perspective, with the caveat that most users will still expect additional consent for secondary uses (e.g., re-selling) of data. This suggests that car manufacturers may benefit from business models that maximise the use of data within the closed environment of the company (e.g., by benefiting from data-led innovation) and do not rely on re-sale. Our findings indicate that the former may be met with acceptance, or even enthusiasm from drivers, while the latter will be subject to far greater scrutiny from them.

Furthermore, this study demonstrates that while the contextual integrity framework can explain some of the privacy preferences in the context of car data, drivers may have differing values that determine and mediate their data-sharing preferences and so creating uniform privacy boundaries for all users may not be the best way of facilitating optimal privacy. Depending on proximate values, drivers may wish to minimise data-sharing in some areas and maximise it in others.

It is possible that the contextual integrity lens and privacy calculus lens are complimentary in understanding how to best facilitate user privacy. Indeed, our findings suggest that employing the Human-Data Interaction framework to guide the enquiry can help researchers achieve a broader understanding of users’ privacy preferences and boundaries, reflective of both the norms that they expect while interacting with a particular technology as well as their personal priorities and the
trade-offs that they are happy to make.

7. Limitations and future steps

The extent to which findings from this study can be seen as representative of the wider population of connected car drivers is limited by several factors. As the key aim of our investigation was to scope drivers’ experiences and opinions - and as this is still an emerging and rapidly changing area - we did not delve deeply into how our participants’ views on privacy and/or their data-sharing preferences do or may influence their consumer behaviour. Further research could help untangle both the impact of car data-sharing preferences on consumer behaviour, as well as the legal protections that drivers would like to see in place. Such research could help car companies and lawmakers navigate the areas of automotive data use, protection, and monetisation.

Furthermore, although the Results section evolved from a thorough and iterative examination of the interview data, we did not subsequently contact the participants to ensure that we had accurately interpreted their statements within the interviews. Future research focused on delivering solutions for better privacy and human-data interaction in the connected car context might benefit from engaging with a sample of participants across several stages of investigation. For example, it could be beneficial to design consent solutions for connected cars based on interviews and then conduct a trial of this technology with the same group of participants. This would allow the researchers to ensure that interviewees’ privacy preferences are well understood and well implemented. Such research would help support the accuracy and validity of driver interview data in the context of connected car technology design recommendations.

Finally, our findings demonstrate how the Human-Data Interaction framework can be employed to navigate the complex web of privacy needs and expectations in areas where stakeholders may have reasons to want to share their data for the public good. It could be useful to apply this framework when developing climate-smart solutions for cities, for example by exploring citizens’ willingness to share transport data, how this may change across contexts and what consent procedures are needed to ensure a sustainable flow of information.

8. Conclusion

We presented findings from interviews with 15 drivers of connected cars. Guided by the Human-Data Interaction framework, we developed design recommendations to support drivers in achieving better understanding of and control over their car data, across different contexts. This work contributes to the field of Human-Computer Interaction by providing a foundation for a user-centric study of data privacy in modern cars, by demonstrating how drivers make sense of data, what their priorities are and what they expect from car manufacturers with respect to data protection and privacy.
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